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- WAL uses fewer fsync() operations and is thus less vulnerable to problems on systems where the fsync() system call is broken.

**Disadvantage**
- All processes using a database must be on the same host computer. WAL does not work over a network file system.
- WAL might be very slightly slower than the traditional rollback-journal approach in applications that do mostly reads and seldom write.
- There is the extra operation of checkpointing.
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Structure of AndroBench

Target Partition
Select testing partition

File Size
Change read/write file size

Buffer Size
Change buffer size for sequential & random access

Number of Transactions
Change number of transaction for SQLite benchmark

Setting tab
AndroBench
Storage Benchmarking Tool

Set partition:
/data/

File size:
RD:32 WR:2 MB

Buffer size:
SEQ:256 RND:4 KB

Transactions:
300
Limitations

- It has no method to measure the performance of `fsync()` call
- It does not allow changing synchronization option such as `O_SYNC`, `O_DIRECT`, and `Mmap`
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- **Partition**: /data
- **Thread number**: 1 (1-100)
- **File I/O**
  - Seq. Write
  - Seq. Read
  - Ran. Write
  - Ran. Read
- **SQLite**
  - Insert
  - Update
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